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Abstract
For a science to become a technology, a certain level of control has to have been
established over the way items are fabricated for manufacture and use. Here we first
consider the challenge of making and using a LEGO® brick scaled down by a factor of 10n

for n=0–6 in each spatial dimension, i.e. from millimetres to nanometres. We consider
both the manufacture and the subsequent properties of the nanobricks that pertain to their
use in constructing and dismantling structures. As n increases, the ability to use fails first,
to manufacture fails second and to fabricate fails last. Applied to the vast literature in
nanoscience, this process emphasises the unmanufacturability of most nanoscale artefacts.
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(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

Much of what passes today for nanotechnology is still in fact nanoscience.
Technology implies a level of control or engineer-ability over the fabrication and
use of artefacts. When it comes to manufacturing artefacts, we need to be able to
reproduce them by the thousands/millions, having them meet a prior specification
of performance to a given tolerance with a sufficiently small number of defects.
For example in modern integrated circuit manufacture, one achieves six-sigma
quality, with only a few transistors in a million out of specification at something
like the 10% tolerance level for a threshold voltage. Again one approaches say six-
sigma quality (or five-nines purity in molecular terms) for very few non-trivial
molecules of a few nanometres spatial extent. In modern electronics, it would
appear that circuits based on a 5–7 nm half-pitch border on being unmanu-
facturable (in terms of high and reproducible yield to tight tolerances at the six-
sigma level) [1]. Indeed whereas Feynman gave rise to nanoscience with his
lecture ‘There is plenty of room at the bottom’, there is not so much room at the
bottom of nanotechnology, with its implication of manufacturability and utility.

In order to explore the manufacturability of a specific nanoscale artefact we
will choose a somewhat arbitrary, but instructive, example: a nanoscale model of
the Eiffel Tower constructed entirely out of nanoscale LEGO®, or nanobricks. We
will begin by considering the requirements on our nanobricks mechanically and
the implications this has for tolerances in the manufacturing process. Top down
and bottom up manufacturing techniques will then be considered with the goal of
determining the smallest working brick that could be made and used.

The yellow brick in figure 1 has dimensions of 7.8 mm×7.8mm×9.6 mm,
and the tolerance of the feature sizes is of order 10 μm, or typically 1/1000, which
allows successive bricks to combine with sufficient rigidity that a stable 100-high
brick tower can be constructed.

We now consider what happens as we shrink each side by successive factors
of 10, and the results are summarised in table 1, considering (i) the technology
used to fabricate (on a one-off basis), (ii) the technology to manufacture (in
thousands/millions) and (iii) the tools used to build and deconstruct an Eiffel
tower, and the ease of use of these tools. As the scale down proceeds, the ability to
use fails first, to manufacture fails second and to fabricate fails last. The use fails
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for several reasons, one being the tolerance at 1/1000 is less easily scaled, and the
inability to grow a stable tower 100 bricks high at the 1μm scale. Note that there
are at least two technologies (i) imprint stamping and (ii) deposition, lithography
and etching that persist as fabrication technologies down to the nanoscale. There
are many further aspects that can be considered instructively at each scale: yield,
reproducibility, wear and tear, etc.

The challenge of manufacturing 1000 Nanoscale LEGO® bricks, and using
them to construct and deconstruct a small scale Eiffel Tower is one which will
help define in practical terms when a nanoscience idea has truly become a
nanotechnology, in the sense in which technology is usually meant, namely the
ability to make many pieces all the same within a narrow pre-specification and
tolerance to perform a pre-specified function. We commend this specific challenge
as a useful comparator to those developing proposed nanotechnologies to establish
a clear and generic proof that the technology is available. Note that we have
considered individual artefacts as the manufactured item. In some applications, it
is the aggregate properties of many such artefacts that are exploited: in this case
the manufacturability is achieved when the average and standard deviation of the
size of the individual artefacts is under the same high level of control to be able to
meet pre-specified values with an acceptable tolerance.

There is lesson for mainstream nanotechnology [2]. We face the unsolved
problem of insufficient uniformity and reproducibility of nanoscale artefacts—for
example, the length and chirality of nanotubes, the shape and volume of quantum
dots, the shape and area of graphene flakes, and the positioning of active dopant
atoms within nanoparticles. In addition very few papers have addressed the for-
mation of regular arrays of such artefacts—for example a perfect carpet of aligned
nanotubes of uniform height, chirality and orientation—and their results that show

Figure 1. Dimensions of standard LEGO® bricks. We will assume a simplified underside where just
the hole to receive the cylinders is retained, leaving the brick otherwise solid rather than hollow as in
conventional LEGO®. A brick with a skin of only a few nanometres thickness would be too fragile.
See http://www.lucasbrouwers.nl/blog/2011/05/why-life-is-like-lego/.

Table 1. Milli- micro- and nano-bricks.

Scalea Fabricateb Manufactureb Can use/user tool Comment on use

1 mm IM(p) IM(p) Yes/Hands Easy
10−1 IM(p) IM(p) Yes/Tweezers Straightforward
10−2 IS(p) IS(p) Yes/Micro-tweezers Tricky
10−3 1 μm IS(p), DLE(s) IS(p), DLE(s) Yes/Micro-tweezers, AFM Demanding
10−4 IS(p), DLE(s) IS(p), DLE(s) Yes/AFM Only at relaxed tolerances.
10−5 IS(p), DLE(s) No No Impossible
10−6 1 nm AFM No No Impossible

a

The scale is set in comparison with real LEGO® bricks that are on the scale of 8 mm on a short side and 3–5 mm
in terms of the top pillar on the brick.
b

Key: IM(p)—injection moulding of plastic; IS(p)—Imprint stamping of plastic; DLE(s)—Deposition,
lithography, etch (semiconductor).
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how much further we must go to approach the regularity achieved with deep-sub-
micron CMOS technology [3], and there has been little progress in recent years.
Until new methods are invested for overcoming these manufacturing problems,
much of the promise of nanoscience will remain undelivered [4].
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